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Abstract  Scholars have long been interested in networks. Networks of scholarly exchange, trade, kinship, and patronage are some of the many such longstanding subjects of study. Recent and ongoing digital humanities projects are now considering networks with fresh approaches and increasingly complex datasets. At the heart of these digital projects are ‘network ontologies’ — functional data models for distilling the complicated, messy connections between historical people, objects, and places. Although scholars creating network ontologies necessarily focus on different types of content, if these networks are to form a coherent body of scholarship in the future, we must work towards the creation interoperable ontological structures, rather than yet another set of competing standards.

Here we examine the methodological considerations behind designing such interoperable ontologies, focusing primarily on the example of Early Modern historical networks. We argue that it would be infeasible to adopt a single ontological standard for all possible digital humanities projects; flexibility is essential to accommodate all subjects and objects of humanistic enquiry, from the micro-level to the longue-durée. However, we believe it possible to establish shared practices to structure these network ontologies on an ongoing basis in order to ensure their long-term interoperability.
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Everything is connected, or so the aphorism goes. Therein lies much of the appeal of network studies for digital humanists. Paradoxically, however, everything is connected—except for the networks themselves. Recently, humanists have turned to network data to analyze complex historical processes and artifacts. The analysis of networks, also known as graphs, has proven especially useful for exposing and analyzing complex patterns of connection—patterns that, at the smaller scale long preferred in the humanities, had generally remained imperceptible. As Albert-László Barabási explains, 'problems become simpler and more treatable if they are represented as a graph'. And yet the diverse network representations created and studied by humanists share little common ground. This essay offers an exploratory path forward to the problems of interoperability, commensurability, and shared practices for networks in digital humanities. We focus on projects pertaining to a single area of scholarship—early modern studies, encompassing the period from approximately 1450 to 1800—but we anticipate our findings will be generalizable to numerous communities within the humanities. We suggest that while infrastructural work can easily be disregarded, digital humanists must create and manage network ontologies—formal naming structures of concepts, types, and relationships—that can serve as ‘boundary objects’, core infrastructural components for 'developing and maintaining coherence across intersecting communities' and networks. To realize their full potential, in other words, networks must foster conditions for interoperability.

MOVING DISPARATE COMMUNITIES FORWARD, TOGETHER

Early modern studies has recently seen a proliferation of digital network projects. Within this relatively small field, innovative projects including Circulation of Knowledge, Cultures of Knowledge, Itinera, Manner of Belonging, Mapping the Republic of Letters, and Six Degrees of Francis Bacon all focus on interactions among historical people, objects, and/or texts. As these scholarly communities stand today, however, few projects share research and documentation practices that would encourage data interoperability, understood as the ‘ability of two or more datasets to be linked, combined, and processed’. Scholars in the information sciences often distinguish among four different levels at which data standardization might be implemented: data structure, data content, data value, and data interchange. A data structure standard, like the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set or the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) Guidelines, puts forward a consistent set of fields or categories of analysis to be shared across projects. A data content standard, like Describing Archives: A Content Standard or ISO 8601 (date and time formatting), asserts an acceptable format or syntax for the data contained within those fields. A data value standard, like the Getty’s Art and Architecture Thesaurus or the
FOAF:knows:relationship vocabulary, introduces a controlled vocabulary that governs the data permissible in a field. Finally, a data interchange standard is a particular technical implementation of any of these standards within a particular technology, like the Simple Dublin Core XML schema or the TEI RELAX NG schema.

Digital networks projects have yet to reach shared standards at any of these levels, and some of these differences in working practices may be for good reasons. In order for data content and value standards to be shared across communities of practice, scholars would need to agree on shared terminologies and/or a strictly-defined common means to express their data’s syntax and format—a daunting and perhaps undesirable goal for humanists. We contend, therefore, that data structure and interchange standards hold the greatest potential for supporting shared practices that facilitate interoperability and commensurability among projects. Ultimately, interoperable data structure standards, supported by an intelligent selection of data interchange implementations—in XML or Web Ontology Language (OWL), for example—could effectively allow for the comparison and aggregation of historical data scattered across disparate projects over space and time. In addition, it would make it computationally possible to compare the ways that different scholars have modeled similar data within their projects, creating the exciting possibility of a historiography of scholarly data models. Promoting an open, shared data structure standard for historical networks will effectively lay the groundwork for something resembling a ‘network of networks’.

Interoperability has been an active area of discussion within early modern digital humanities circles for at least a decade, but these conversations have often taken place in meetings, at conferences, through grant proposals, and in the grey literature, leading to considerable repetition of labor. With this essay, we move this important and relatively long-standing conversation forward into the arena of a journal publication in an effort to advance interoperability. Publicizing this conversation has two additional benefits. Newcomers to the digital humanities should know some of the issues that long-standing members of the field have been considering for years. More pointedly, we also challenge the de facto subordination of infrastructural labor. By bringing this conversation into the published literature, we are arguing that the digital networks community needs to take infrastructural studies more seriously, and in a more formalized way. In the following sections, we lay out some of the main challenges regarding ontologies for digital networks and propose some strategies for future interoperability.

**NETWORKS AND ONTOLOGIES**

Most basically, a network is a structure that includes elements that are connected and components that connect. The former are generally called nodes and the
latter edges. Examples of networks include the Internet (computers connected by fiber optic cables), online social networks (individuals linked through Facebook) and air transport (airports connected by planes). Less obvious examples might be flavor networks (recipes linked by common ingredients) or networks of violence (victims who share attackers). The very diversity of these examples illustrates a core difficulty that arises as soon as we move beyond the giddy insight that everything is connected: cultures carve up the world in different ways. Communities of practice have different accounts of what exists in the world and of what matters in it—in short, different ontologies. Everything may be connected, but how? Are people connected with one another in the same sets of ways they are connected to animals or to their physical environs? Are kinds of connections historically stable or do they change over time? Is ‘everything connected’ in Texas according to the same standards that ‘everything is connected’ in Athens, Nairobi, Sao Paulo, or Nepal? In short, what relationship ontologies are we using to connect things to one another and can those ontologies answer sufficiently to the rich particularities of time, place, and subject matter?

Since the 1960s, influential humanists including Michel Foucault have emphasized the cultural specificity—often, indeed, the incommensurability—of classificatory schemes. Humanists tend to declare expertise in a time period, a region, or a linguistic tradition, and humanist inquiry often presumes both that there are meaningful gaps between times and places and that those gaps are mostly unbridgeable. For Foucault, the unit of analysis was ‘a culture’, and the fundamental question was how ‘a culture...establishes the tabula of their relationships’. With classification schemas and relationship ontologies thus understood as fundamentally contingent and provisional, they have aroused considerable suspicion. The scholarly impulse over the last few decades has largely been to unmask the agendas and suppositions behind contingent ontologies rather than to add to the metaphysical clutter or to harmonize existing schemas.

Recent trends in digital humanities and information science, however, have put pressure on earlier assumptions about classification. Acknowledging the Foucauldian insight that classification can flatten particularities and formalize inequitable power relations, recent scholars have also emphasized countervailing points. There are signs of a new balance being struck. Johanna Drucker, for one, does not return to a naïve view of classificatory ontologies but neither does she treat them as merely objects of analysis. Ontologies in digital humanities have a practical thrust. ‘When we finally have humanist computer languages, interpretive interfaces, and information systems that can tolerate inconsistency among types of knowledge representation, classification, fluid ontologies, and navigation’, Drucker writes, ‘then the humanist dialogue with digital environments will have at the very least advanced beyond complete submission to the terms set by disciplines whose fundamental beliefs are
For all its perils, thoughtful classification facilitates new questions and knowledge precisely because it groups and aggregates. Ontologies reduce the complexity of the world, but they also help us organize potentially unintelligible amounts of data into structured form. Data thereby become amenable for statistical analysis and visual display. Well-chosen categories help us analyze global attributes of networks and illuminate structures sometimes imperceptible at smaller scale. Classificatory ontologies can play an infrastructural role in linking communities, serving as ‘boundary objects’ that ‘inhabit several communities of practice and satisfy the informational requirements of each of them’. Aggregation facilitated by such boundary objects offers insights into the attributes of specific nodes and edges. Oftentimes, ontologies help us notice previously undervalued nodes and edges—or force us to acknowledge that we don’t have enough data because we have not studied something deeply enough.

The conceptual structure afforded by a tabula of relationships also creates the conditions for scholarly communication and progress. Scientific communities have long emphasized how ‘structure safeguard[s] communicability—among generations of scientists, among cultures, even among species and planets’. In the context of digital humanities, relationship ontologies offer rich potential for interoperability and comparison among divergent projects and domains. Ontologies as a rule are messy and problematic, yet they are critically important for collaboration, communication, and inquiry at larger scale.

COMPLEX DATA

Before exploring shared practices which might make humanist ontologies commensurable at the structural level, we must first examine the difficulties inherent to producing the more granular data content and value standards. Specific difficulties relating to early modern dates afford useful perspective in this domain. Early modern temporal data is messy and difficult to record in a commensurable fashion between projects without hegemonically imposing ahistorical standards and losing key information about how data were originally structured. Even if we restrict ourselves to looking at temporal data associated with early modern Christian Europeans—ignoring the Jewish, Islamic, and Chinese calendars, among others—we encounter a variety of often-contradictory systems for encoding dates. The most popular calendars took months and days from the Julian calendar of the Roman Empire and reckoned the year from the birth of Christ, but disagreed on whether that year began on 1 January or 25 March. After 4 October 1582, Catholics adopted the Gregorian calendar reform and skipped ten days of the Julian calendar, leading to religiously-based disagreements on the month and the day of the year. This disjunction led to a variety of early modern responses, such as ignoring alternate calendars,
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recording multiple dates via fractional notation, or using abbreviations after each
date to indicate adherence to the Julian ‘old style’ or Gregorian ‘new style’
calendar. This is not an exclusively early modern problem; the Julian calendar
continued to be used by some nations until in the 1920s.

Many early modern people also used regnal calendars, which reckoned time
from the accession of each monarch. Each kingdom had its own regnal year,
with its own New Year’s Day, which shifted with every new monarch. Another
method of dating events is even more difficult to decipher, as it is generally
non-numerical and relates instead to other events, such as ‘Lady Day’, ‘before
Michelmas’, or ‘my son’s third birthday’. These last two cases often lead to
scholars employing modifiers such as ‘circa’, ‘before’, and ‘after’ to indicate that
any numerical date given is, at best, an educated guess. In addition, depending
on the granularity of the temporal data being recorded, there are at least three
further points of possible concern: canonical versus clock hours; when the day
begins; and geographical variations in local time.

Temporal data is not alone in resisting content standardization; geographical
data is similarly complex. When creating a database that references locations,
one must again determine the desired level of granularity. For example,
book historians might wish to stress the importance of specific city streets,
while political historians instead work at the city, regional, or national levels.
Variations in granularity leads to significant problems in aggregating data; a
naïve analysis might particularize less granular data by placing city data at the
city’s center, however this leads to misattributions, false certainty and precision,
and skewed insights. These issues are exacerbated further by issues of travel.
For example, travelers might address letters from a body of water or the name
of their ship. Where should a letter written in, for example, the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean be coded for location? Even letters addressed from a specific port
lead to uncertainty whether the letter was written in port, or only sent from it.

Zooming out might seem an appropriate solution to avoiding false certainty,
with all coding at a city or even national level. However, the early modern
period suffered from political unrest and ever-shifting borders. A correspondent
writing from the early modern city of Mulhouse, depending on the date, may
be described as writing from within the Décapole, an alliance of ten self-ruling
cities within the Holy Roman Empire, or from the Swiss Confederation, also part
of the Early Roman Empire, or after 1798, France. If we know no more than a
regional name and an approximate date, it becomes incredibly difficult to infer
anything more specific about place or time, especially algorithmically. Ignoring
or accounting for the uncertainty is fine when focusing on individual instances,
but provides insurmountable barriers to performing comparative analyses across
one or more datasets.17

Such complex data choices surrounding time and geography are by no means
unique to historical network ontologies, but they are still core areas to address
when creating bridges between network projects. Given the cultural specificity of data choices surrounding even these apparently straightforward categories, it is unlikely that shared data content standards can be created except for the most culturally adjacent of projects. Similarly, shared data value standards for most historical data seem dubiously desirable and likely unattainable. Humanists rightly bridle when imagining a constrained vocabulary for interpreting and describing the lived environment. Data structure standards, therefore, show the most promise; indeed, even for those who might wish for a more ambitious agreement over data content standards, they form a necessary first step before any such shared data content standards can be addressed.

ENVISIONING A SHARED DATA STRUCTURE STANDARD

To envision a scope for a common data structure standard for digital historical networks, we must begin by considering the varying treatments of nodes and edges: different historical networks projects ask the available textual, pictorial, and material culture to play different roles. In some projects, material objects such as letters are evidence for nodes and edges, while in others such objects function as active historical participants in the networks— as nodes in their own right. As materials slip and slide between serving as ‘source material’ and serving as agents in the network itself, it becomes clear that the work these objects do must be made explicit. In projects such as Mapping the Republic of Letters (Letters) or Six Degrees of Francis Bacon (Six Degrees), historical social networks are generated by means of inferential reconstruction. Letters infers a social network from correspondence metadata, rather than a reading of the text itself. A connection is drawn between author and addressee, regardless of whether the addressee ever receives the letter, and agnostic to whether the letter is bureaucratic, familial, scholarly, or antagonistic. By contrast, Six Degrees, to which several of us contribute, computationally analyzes text from the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB) to infer social ties between historical actors. Both projects collapse evidence into inference, constructing social networks which aim to move beyond statements about evidence to statements about the past, albeit contingently. While these projects approach their task of inference through different computational means, they both work with large data sets to reconstruct broader historical networks of interactivity than have heretofore been possible.

Historical objects themselves can also take on the role of an agent in these networks, as is the case for Itinera, managed by another contributor. Itinera represents modeled data about historical people, objects, and sites, but instead of extracting this information computationally, it is culled from existing sources by hand. This approach is capable of encoding varieties of inter-agent relationships currently opaque to computational methods (i.e. that are not
necessarily contained by the linguistic data of the texts or even the visual data of
the images), but the process is painstaking and allows for smaller-scale network
analyses. For example, by capturing the material culture historians use as their
sources, *Itinera* can assert inter-agent relationships such as ‘painter of/painted
by’, a relationship that connects a painter to both the subject of the painted
representation as well as the physical painting itself. By taking advantage of
human interpretive strengths, cultural objects can take their place as nodes in the
network in their own right.

That said, texts as material agents are never truly erased from the networks
produced by *Six Degrees* and *Letters*, even as the focus of those projects
remains the texts’ content rather than their physical agency. These texts persist
as attributes of both the nodes and the edges, that is as ‘source information’,
or the evidence for asserting the existence of any given node or the shape
of any given relationship (see Figure 1). But once allowing for an object of
material culture—whether a text, image, or other material object—to serve as an
attribute of an edge (such as ‘source’), the edges represented within historical
social networks should be then able to bear any number of attributes. For
example, the experienced reality that relationships are bidirectional and often
time-delimited also demonstrates the need for either repeatable edge attributes
(as in *Six Degrees*) or repeatable edges themselves (as in *Itinera*). Objects can
be owned by multiple people, but they can also be possessed by the same
person/agent multiple times over the course of time. Some relationships are for
life (biological parent/child), while others begin during life and end at death
(member of a group/has as member). Others have indeterminate edges both in
extent and in time (friend of/enemy of), and may vary by the perspective of
different historical agents. Both nodes and edges must be allowed develop their
own ontologies.

*Figure 1.* Basic network dyad demonstrating the role of a text as an attribute of the
edge.
Table 1. Two different edge attribute structures, *Itinera*’s allowing for multiple edges between two nodes and *Six Degrees*’ allowing for repeatable attributes for each edge between nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itinera</th>
<th>Six Degrees of Francis Bacon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship type (Node A to Node B)</td>
<td>Relationship types (Node A to Node B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship type (Node B to Node A)</td>
<td>Relationship inverses (Node B to Node A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing date (machine-readable)</td>
<td>Relationship dates (one global and one for each relationship type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display date (human-readable)</td>
<td>Date types (one for each relationship date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation strength</td>
<td>Certainty estimates (one global and one for each relationship type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source information</td>
<td>Citations (one global and one for each relationship type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General notes</td>
<td>User Annotations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other metadata fields related to crowdsourcing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But what would the structure of such ontologies be for the purposes of these shared practices? In Table 1 we take the example of an edge ontology, and present the categories that *Itinera* and *Six Degrees* use to define their relationships. Both assume the ability to add singular or multiple relationship types, dates, citational attributes, and free-form notes, albeit with currently significant differences. *Six Degrees*’ bidirectional relationship types are implemented as dyads—with unidirectional relationships always paired with their inverses, such as parent of and child of—whereas *Itinera* can support bidirectional and unidirectional relationships. Date structures also vary; *Six Degrees* supports a variety of date fields with predetermined modifiers to support fuzzy data while *Itinera* has both a ‘human-readable’ display date field to provide the cataloguers the opportunity to express the full human-comprehensible complexity of a date range along with a ‘machine-readable’ indexing date field that supports search queries. *Itinera*’s documentation strength value is a human-assigned measure of a cataloguer’s confidence, whereas *Six Degrees* uses a combination of probabilistic statistics and human-assigned measures. The source information fields of both projects allow each asserted relationship to be assigned as many pieces of supporting evidence as are known or extant. Other possible edge characteristics to be considered for the shared practices may include metadata surrounding data collection and/or a relationship directionality designation such as MAN (mutual-asymmetric-null); this latter designation would allow scholars to assert whether the edge between two nodes represents a bidirectional (mutual) relationship, unidirectional (asymmetric) relationship, or even a proactive assertion of no relationship whatsoever (null). While these ontologies are themselves complex and contingent, grounded in
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scholarly traditions, their structures are not as impossibly disparate as data content or value standards. Indeed, they are similar enough to indicate that data structure standards are the logical place to begin discussing interoperability.

TOWARDS INTEROPERABILITY

Given the complexity of the information that could inform the construction of any specific network, the goal of interoperability might appear foreboding. However, at the most basic structural level, moving toward interoperability can begin with the creation of a set of unique resource identifiers (URIs) for three types of data-in-common (in addition to an URI for the overall network project). These three broad types are:

1. named entities/nodes
2. relationships/edges and
3. project-specific vocabulary terms

With only these three classes of URIs, we thus have (1) a system of named entities which can take attributes defined by individual projects; (2) a series of relationships which can also take attributes based on individual project needs; and (3) a set of controlled vocabulary lists which, themselves, can be interconnected with related terms.

We recognize that these structural URIs are the foundation, but not the complete solution, for the mapping of data from one network ontology to another. Correlating the use of particular data values will remain problematic. Mapping named entities between projects is generally a straightforward—albeit often labor-intensive—exercise in determining which of a project’s named objects exist in the other project, then associating the relevant data via URIs. This is easiest in the case where two projects already share a set of identifiers—such as Six Degrees, which maintains a mapping of its own URIs for person-nodes to the ODNB’s URIs for biographical subjects, which are in turn also used by Wikipedia to relate its own articles back to the ODNB. Once named entities have been mapped between projects, their relationships can easily be mapped.

Difficulties arise, however, in mapping the ontological properties of named entities and relationships between projects that do not share a domain-specific set of identifiers. For example, an early modern relationship ontology cannot easily map onto the popular contemporary FOAF:knows:relationship vocabulary, as the latter does not allow for religiously-defined relationships such as ‘parishioner of’, ‘confessor of’, and ‘godparent of’.20 Erring on the side of caution, we might map such relationships to the broadest possible relationship category—’has met’—but this does not accurately describe, for example, a long-distance godparent relationship. A great deal of information would be lost in such a reductive mapping; for example, neither sexual partnerships nor the...
Table 2. Mapping relationship type value standards constructed for different cultures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friend of</td>
<td>friendOf</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Friend Of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquaintance of</td>
<td>acquaintanceOf</td>
<td>acquaintanceOf</td>
<td>Acquaintance of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse of</td>
<td>spouseOf</td>
<td>spouse of</td>
<td>Acquaintance of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Partner of</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>contracted by/client of</td>
<td>Life Partner Of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client of</td>
<td>hasPatron</td>
<td></td>
<td>Has Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parishioner of</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Has Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprentice of</td>
<td>apprenticeOf</td>
<td>apprentice to student of</td>
<td>Apprentice To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentee/Student of</td>
<td>studentOf</td>
<td>school of</td>
<td>Apprentice To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentee/Student of</td>
<td>hasMentor</td>
<td>was created by (object)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

priest/parishioner relationship are equivalent to the patron/client relationship (see Table 2). Similarly, a project like Letters requires greater granularity of correspondence relationships—broken down by correspondence subjects—than a project like Itinera, which instead requires a relationship vocabulary that maps between any combination of people and objects. The process of successfully mapping network projects to encourage interoperability thus becomes dependent, in practice, on the ability to map the complex system of data values used by digital historical networks.

Despite the difficulties that arise when attempting to map ontological properties onto one another, projects can take steps to facilitate interoperability. Most importantly, each project should clearly define every part of its data model, from its structure to the vocabulary it has constructed, in terms that are clear to their own community as well as to other scholars who may come to it from other fields. For example, the FOAF:knows:relationship vocabulary’s definition of ‘Apprentice To’ as ‘A property representing a person to whom this person serves as a trusted counselor or teacher’ makes clear that this property includes several different relationship types that are differentiated by Six Degrees and Manner of Belonging (MOB)’s ontologies: student/teacher relationships, mentor/mentee relationships, as well as legal apprenticeship relationships (see Table 2). Furthermore, making clearly-defined, project-level data dictionaries and vocabularies publicly available would support cross-ontology mappings by putting the infrastructure in place to create crosswalks—tables that show equivalent fields in different vocabularies—between any two projects, as need
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and interest arises. The creation and eventual accrual of multiple crosswalks will not only generate greater potential for network interoperability between disparate network projects, it will also support the eventual historiographic study of the data models themselves.

Beyond the individual project level, we believe the wider community of practice needs to construct a peer-reviewed, open, online resource for historical network ontologies. What we propose is the creation of a computational 'network of networks' to help scholars consider not only the messy data they deal with every day, but also the messy structures they create to corral that data into pens. The end result would illustrate how a boundary object, such as a community-based data structure standard, can itself institute a relation. In the resulting network of networks, each network project would be its own node and the edges would be ontology crosswalks. Similarities and differences between the networks could then generate new scholarly questions. We would begin this work with examples drawn, as here, from the early modern period, but assume that work would eventually be done to promote diachronic and 'diaspatial' studies. And, if it proved to be the case that the shared practices created for early modern Europe are not at all generalizable to other times and places, we would consider this a critical finding.

A peer-reviewed, open, online resource for historical network ontologies would inhabit the same universe as other digital scholarly objects, such as ORBIS or Virtual Paul's Cross, which exist because there are certain types of scholarship for which traditional academic publications are inadequate containers. Such a resource would facilitate the creation and connection of ontologies, and it would further challenge the subordination of infrastructural labor by treating such boundary objects as scholarly contributions in their own right. At a minimum, to ensure interoperability it would need to contain:

- A network of digital humanities network projects.
- Example data sets from existing projects.
- Data dictionaries (at the structural level) for the example data sets.
- Detailed vocabulary definitions for the example data sets.
- Example crosswalks between presented data sets.
- Simplest, mutually-agreed-upon Linked Open Data structure standard expressed in a variety of current standard languages.

Desirable further content includes:

- Interpretation of field types, data content standards, etc.
- Comparisons between different projects' treatments of uncertainty.
- Best practices for sourcing information within ontologies.

Actually performing the work of creating a network of early modern projects that could then be expanded into the larger humanities solar system is beyond the
initial scope of even this larger project. However, we have argued that taking this path is both possible and desirable—even necessary—for the digital humanities to reach its fullest potential. Ontologies lie at the heart of digital network projects and their complexities present a significant—but not insurmountable—challenge to establishing shared practices that facilitate network interoperability.
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